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IEE3351-01  REAL LAW AND ORDER 

CREDIT 3 INSTRUCTOR Honorable Danny K.Chun 

OFFICE OFFICE HOURS 

TIME Period 2: 11:00 ~ 12:40 CLASSROOM LOCATION TBA 

E-MAIL dchun@nycourts.gov or dannykayechun@hotmail.com 

* Please leave the fields blank which haven’t been decided yet.

[COURSE INFORMATION] 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

& GOALS 

Discussion and study of various fascinating and controversial cases involving the 

concept of “Law and Order.” The cases will be mostly actual criminal cases, but some 

may be hypotheticals or actual civil cases as well. Drawing upon 36 years of 

experience as a judge and prosecutor, the instructor will portray a real exciting array of 

cases to study, and students will get to make actual arguments from both prosecutor 

and defense positions. 

PREREQUISITE None 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
Class participation is required. Students will be grouped into teams to participate in 

mock trials. 

GRADING POLICY 

Final grade- graded on a curve. 

50% Final Examination / Mock Trial 

25% Attendance 

25% Mid- Term 

TEXTS & NOTES To be provided later 

INSTRUCTOR’S PROFILE 

-25th year sitting as a Judge in Kings County Supreme Court in New York City.

-Deputy Administrative Judge for Criminal Matters in Kings County Supreme Court.

-Previously a prosecutor in the New York County District Attorney’s Office for 12 years

- Handled countless number of high publicity trials.
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[WEEKLY SCHEDULE] 

* Your detailed explanation would be very helpful for prospective students to get a pre-approval for credit-transfer 

from their home university in advance.  

WEEK (PERIOD) WEEKLY TOPIC & CONTENTS 
COURSE MATERIAL & 

ASSIGNMENTS 
NOTES 

1 

Study about “murder” cases in the U.S. 

including what cases are justified and what 

is a homicide. Will also discuss insanity 

defense and other defenses. 

  

2 

Study about “sex Crimes” and sex 

trafficking cases in the U.S. Detailed 

discussion of various types of “Sex Crimes” 

including rape and course of criminal sexual 

conduct. 

  

3 

Study about “White Collar” criminal cases in 

the U.S. Discussion about frauds and 

larcenies 

  

4 

Study about the use of force by police 

officers in light of the many recent cases 

involving use of excessive force by the 

police 

  

5 Study about Criminal Procedure in the U.S.   
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WEEK (PERIOD) WEEKLY TOPIC & CONTENTS 
COURSE MATERIAL & 

ASSIGNMENTS 
NOTES 

6 Mock Trial   

 


